Introduction {#s1}
============

Drusen represent a clinical hallmark of age-related macular degeneration (AMD).[@R1] Recent surveys from the Blue Mountains Eye Study underline the importance of drusen for progression risk.[@R2] These observations were based on fundus photography and did not consider the morphological variability drusen can show in histological as well as in optical coherence tomography (OCT).[@R3] Furthermore, longitudinal OCT studies brought new insight into drusen development; however, risk calculation for the individual patient still remains an open question for clinicians.[@R8]

Degenerative changes in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) layer are considered as an important sign of disease progression, a process that is eventually accompanied by loss of adherent photoreceptors.[@R6] Several studies assume a strong correlation between drusen formation and pathological processes within the RPE cell as a fulcrum in AMD pathogenesis.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between distinct drusen characteristics seen by OCT imaging and their impact on the overlying RPE and retinal integrity. For this purpose, polarisation-sensitive OCT imaging was used, which combines the high-resolution images of the spectral domain OCT with a specific detection of melanin.[@R14] Pilot studies were able to demonstrate the potential of polarisation-sensitive OCT to image the RPE in patients with AMD and drusen,[@R18] and in a previous investigation characteristic polarisation-sensitive features of drusen were described.[@R5]

In the present study, the data from the cohort of this investigation[@R5] were re-evaluated in order to determine correlations between drusen characteristics, including their extensiveness, and the integrity of RPE and photoreceptor layer adherent to the underlying drusen.

Methods {#s2}
=======

The cohort presented in this observational cross-sectional study is the same investigated in a prior study published in 2015.[@R5]

Inclusion/exclusion criteria {#s2-1}
----------------------------

Patients were selected according to the standard classification introduced by the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS).[@R20] Only eyes with drusen of AREDS categories 2 and 3 were included. Category 2 encompasses the presence of extensive small (\<63 µm in diameter) to non-extensive intermediate drusen (between 63 and 125 µm) or pigment epithelial abnormalities in at least one eye. Category 3 is defined by extensive intermediate to large (\>125 µm) drusen and/or non-central geographic atrophy in at least one eye.[@R20] However, patients presenting with signs of geographic atrophy were excluded, as well as patients with other eye diseases than AMD and with previous surgery other than uncomplicated cataract surgery.

Imaging procedures {#s2-2}
------------------

Patients meeting the protocol criteria were informed about the study aims and procedures. After given informed consent, patients underwent a standardised examination. Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was obtained and mydriatic eye-drops were administered. Digital photographs of the fundus were taken (FF 450plus, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California). Using the Spectralis spectral domain OCT system (Heidelberg Engineering, Germany), the following images of the retina were obtained, with the automated real-time tracking mode set at 15 frames: infrared reflectance image, fundus autofluorescence images at 488 nm excitation wavelength and near-infrared fundus autofluorescence images at 787 nm excitation wavelength. Subsequently, retinas were scanned with polarisation-sensitive OCT using a prototype engineered by the Centre for Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering.[@R21] As in spectral domain OCT imaging, this system measures the intensity of the backscattered light. Additionally, the device obtains three parameters simultaneously: retardation, fast axis orientation and degree of polarisation uniformity (DOPU).[@R16] Studies showed that the polarisation state of the backscattered light beam is scrambled by the melanosomes of the RPE cell bodies, thus producing a characteristic DOPU signal which enables the segmentation of the layer of RPE cell bodies.[@R22] Three-dimensional data sets with 64×1024 volume scan pattern were recorded (20 000 A-scans/s, scan field 20°×20°, approximately 6×6 mm^2^). Scans of insufficient quality were repeated until satisfactory results were obtained.

Classification of drusen {#s2-3}
------------------------

Two reviewers independently graded all OCT B-scans of each eye. For this purpose, a custom-made Matlab program was installed that allowed manual segmentation of drusen in the individual B-scans. Drusen were distinguished between small (\<63 µm in diameter), intermediate (between 63 and 125 µm) and large drusen (between 125 and 350 µm). RPE elevations larger than 350 µm were classified as drusenoid pigment epithelial detachments (DPED).[@R23] Drusen below a diameter of 25 µm were excluded from further statistical analysis as their characterisation is limited by the imaging resolution.

Subsequently, drusen were classified using the classification system presented by Khanifar *et al*.[@R3] This classification differentiates between the shape of the RPE elevation (convex, concave or saw-toothed), the reflectivity (low, medium or high) and the homogeneity (homogeneous reflectivity, non-homogeneous with or without a central core) of the drusen content and the presence or absence of hyper-reflective foci above (see [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Classification of drusen. Drusen were classified according to their shape, homogeneity and internal reflectivity, as well as depolarising contents (top two rows). Furthermore, the consistency of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) signal---depicted in red colour---was evaluated, ranging from normal (1) to a complete absence of depolarising material (7). The presence of overlying foci---depolarising or not---was also assessed.](bjophthalmol-2017-311782f01){#F1}

For classification of the polarisation-sensitive information, this classification system was expanded by two further parameters introduced in our previous work[@R5]: depolarising structures within the druse (single depolarising core, non-homogeneous depolarising structures, complete fill-out of the druse with depolarising material), and the presence or absence of depolarising foci above the druse (also see [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Evaluation of RPE and photoreceptor layer {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------

The integrity of the RPE layer was assessed based on the depolarising signal (see [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom left panel): The consistency of this signal was scored as (1) normal (continuous depolarising RPE band, without difference in appearance compared with drusen-free areas of the same B-scan), (2) continuous, but irregular, (3) presence of a single focal signal disruption, (4) discontinuity not exceeding one-third of the RPE layer, (5) discontinuity not exceeding two-thirds of the RPE layer, (6) discontinuity exceeding two-thirds of the RPE contour, and (7) complete absence of signal continuity with or without dot-like signal spots. For assessment of concomitant alterations, the continuity of the inner/outer segment band (IS/OS) was examined. OCT features overlying areas with drusen were compared and screened for allocated discontinuities of the IS/OS. In case of foci in the inner retinal layers, a possible shadow was accounted for any inconsistencies in the layers below and noted separately. RPE or IS/OS discontinuities or irregularities were only noted when they extended horizontally beyond the shadow.

Data analysis and statistical methods {#s2-5}
-------------------------------------

Location, height and all other predefined parameters of individual drusen were displayed in a drusen map for each eye. Within this map, single drusen were identified by their definition as round focal accumulations. The slice of each delineated druse that was closest to the assumed drusen centre (ie, with the largest drusen diameter) was selected and the determined parameters were transferred into SPSS for further statistical analysis.

To assess the agreement rate between the two graders, Cohen's kappa statistics were performed. In order to find features of drusen that influence the overlying RPE integrity, a binary categorisation of the RPE integrity was used, with 'normal' and 'irregular' in one group and all other discontinuous categories in the other group. The considered explanatory variables were drusen diameter (continuous, logarithmised because of right-skewed distribution), shape, reflectivity, drusen content and homogeneity (all categorical). Univariate logistic mixed models were performed, with the binary RPE integrity as the dependent variable and the respective drusen feature as the independent variable. Additionally the eye was specified as a random effect.

For the categorical explanatory variables, an analysis of variance was computed at first, followed by pairwise post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey correction. Furthermore a multivariate model was calculated, using all the explanatory variables.

The significance level was set to 0.05 for all tests.

Statistical analyses were carried out using PASW Statistics V.18.0, R Project and Matlab. The library lme4 was used to compute the mixed models, while the library multcomp was used for the post-hoc comparisons.

Results {#s3}
=======

Twenty-five eyes of 25 patients were examined. Fourteen patients were female, and the mean age was 72 years (SD 6.0, range 60--85). The mean BCVA was 0.9 (range 0.6--1.25), and five patients were pseudophakic. A total number of 5933 drusen were analysed, with a mean diameter of 114 µm (SD 69.5, range 29--346). The mean number of drusen counted in the drusen maps was 246 (SD 142, range 26--648). Furthermore, a total number of 291 DPEDs were detected, with a mean diameter of 504 µm (SD 163, range 352--1371).

Interobserver agreement for grading the RPE was good with a weighted κ=0.62 (Cohen's kappa coefficient). In 41.3% of all drusen and 16.3% of DPED, there was an intact overlying RPE. In 28.1% of drusen and 26.3% of DPED, the RPE layer signal was irregular, but continuous (grade 2). In 30.6% of drusen and 57.4% of DPED, there was a discontinuous overlying RPE signal, ranging from a single distinct lesion (grade 3, 22.8% drusen and 42.2% DPED) to complete absence (grade 7, 0.7% drusen, no DPED).

The mean drusen diameter presenting a morphologically intact RPE layer was 97 µm, and for lesions with an irregular RPE band 134 µm. With progressive RPE alteration, the mean diameter of the drusen consistently increased, reaching its apex at grade 4 with up to one-third of the overlying RPE signal missing and a mean diameter of 196 µm. Beyond that threshold, the mean drusen diameter decreased, with a mean of 94 µm for grade 7 lesions and almost no remaining depolarising signal in the overlying RPE (see [figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The size of the drusen had a significant influence on the dichotomised RPE integrity, with a higher probability for larger drusen to have a discontinuous overlying RPE layer (OR 3.185, p\<0.001).

![Relationship between drusen size and integrity of the RPE layer. On the left image, the RPE integrity ranging from 1 (normal) to 7 (absence) forms the x-axis, and drusen size is indicated by colours; thus the shift of size throughout the RPE layer integrity states can be seen. On the right image, the x-axis indicates drusen size, and the colours display integrity levels. DPED, drusenoid pigment epithelial detachment; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium.](bjophthalmol-2017-311782f02){#F2}

The integrity of the dichotomised RPE signal further correlated to the shape of the druse. Concave-shaped drusen were significantly more often accompanied by a discontinuous RPE signal than convex-shaped drusen (OR 0.631, p\<0.001), and 42.1% of all convex-shaped drusen exhibited a normal overlying RPE layer, vs 24.5% of the concave-shaped drusen. Only 7.9% of drusen with a saw-tooth appearance had a normal overlying RPE, while 60.5% an irregular thickness.

A low as well as a medium internal reflectivity was significantly associated with a discontinuous RPE layer compared with drusen with high reflectivity (OR 0.355, respectively, 0.528, p\<0.001). Similar correlations were found between the homogeneity of the internal reflectivity and the RPE condition, with a non-homogeneous internal reflectivity, with or without central core, significantly related to a disintegrated RPE compared with drusen with homogeneous non-depolarising reflectivity (OR 1.652, respectively, 1.379, p\<0.001). However, there is no significant difference between both non-homogeneous categories and the RPE integrity, whether they have a core or not (OR 0.835, p=0.394). Drusen with complete fill-out with depolarising material had significantly more often a physiological to irregular, but continuous adherent RPE layer compared with all other categories (OR compared with non-homogeneous with core: 0.040; without core: 0.048; compared with homogeneous content: 0.067; p\<0.001), although the grading of the RPE in such drusen is limited.

The significant correlations between RPE integrity and the different drusen features described above were tested in the univariate logistic mixed model.

The number of drusen with a discontinuous IS/OS (1.2% of all drusen) and with foci in the retinal layers (0.3% of all drusen) was too small for statistic calculations. However there was a trend with the IS/OS being disrupted more often in larger drusen and a more frequent presence of overlying foci with lower levels of RPE integrity.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In this work, the relationship between drusen parameters on the integrity of the overlying RPE was evaluated. To visualise the RPE layer integrity, polarisation-sensitive OCT was used due to its ability to provide selective identification of melanosomes inside the RPE. As the RPE plays an important role in the pathophysiology of AMD, knowledge of the influence of drusen on RPE integrity potentially allows to differentiate between relevant drusen types for progression of AMD disease. Furthermore, the impact of drusen on the photoreceptor layer was investigated; however, the results were inconclusive.

A significant correlation between drusen size and the overlying RPE condition was demonstrated. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between drusen size and progressive RPE disintegrity, representing a bell-shaped figure that might reflect the natural history of drusen in AMD. As drusen grow steadily over time,[@R9] the RPE is increasingly compromised. Balaratnasingam *et al* [@R9] showed the continuous growth of DPEDs, and furthermore RPE disruptions, the occurrence of which coincided at the later life cycle of DPEDs, shortly before their collapse. Therefore it seems plausible that beyond a threshold level of expansion, the overlying RPE might be destroyed to a level that subsequently leads to a collapse and consequential to a regression of the size of the underlying drusen. Hypothetically, the RPE elevation decreases, but the RPE layer remains irregular, thus possibly developing a facilitating area for advanced stages of AMD. Lesions in the RPE layer could be found at the top of the drusen (see [figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, B-scan no 1) as well as on their flank (see [figures 4 and 5](#F4 F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Multimodal imaging and 3D reconstruction in detail. Top row, from left to right: fundus photography of the foveal area of a 67-year-old patient, followed by the infrared reflectance, the fundus autofluorescence and the near-infrared fundus autofluorescence images. The bottom row shows the manually segmented drusen map on the left, followed by the automatically generated thickness map of the RPE signal. The red lines indicate the position of the B-scans aside, and the yellow frames the positions of the 3D reconstructions on the far right. In (1) a druse with a grade 5 loss of RPE signal is shown (yellow arrowhead), while (2) shows a large DPED with pigment migration (green arrowhead). In the bottom right images, these drusen are shown in 3D, with pigment migration signal coloured in green. 3D, three-dimensional; DPED, drusenoid pigment epithelial detachment; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium.](bjophthalmol-2017-311782f03){#F3}

![Eye of a 70-year-old woman showing concave drusen (arrowheads). The colour bars on the fundus photography (top left image) indicate the position of the respective B-scans. In the fundus autofluorescence (below), the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) hypoautofluorescence can be seen. The orange bar in the bottom right image shows a cluster of indifferent drusenoid lesions with irregular RPE coverage, reminding the saw-toothed pattern.](bjophthalmol-2017-311782f04){#F4}

![A close-up of three different stages of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) integrity overlying drusen. The top image shows a three-dimensional (3D) representation of the segmented RPE layer, the corresponding colour fundus photography in the centre and two B-scans of the corresponding region below (width of the B-scans and images above \~1 mm). (1) indicates a large soft druse showing focal lesions within the depolarisation signal, (2) a calcified druse with a fill-out with depolarising material and an irregular RPE shape, and (3) a concave-shaped druse with adjacent RPE lesion, which has an interesting form shown in 3D from another perspective in the bottom left image.](bjophthalmol-2017-311782f05){#F5}

However, as a limitation of this study, one has to be careful when interpreting small skip lesions in cases where the RPE is cut diagonally, such as at the base of a large druse, as it might be caused by a calculation error of the DOPU.

Veerappan and colleagues[@R8] showed in a longitudinal survey that specific morphological characteristics of drusen are predictive of accelerated progression towards atrophic AMD. In the present paper, a correlation between the RPE condition and shape, internal reflectivity and homogeneity of drusen was found, including clinically unapparent lesion types such as a saw-toothed drusen pattern. This drusen type might be the remainder of a collapsed druse ([figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow bar). Saw-toothed drusen might also originate from cuticular drusen, which tend to protrude into the RPE layer, causing an irregular contour of the layer[@R4] (also see figure 1 of Schlanitz *et al* [@R5]). The finding of concave-shaped drusen is unclear, as this shape has not yet been defined by histological studies. Veerappan *et al* [@R8] found drusen with conical shape were associated with the highest rate of atrophic signs at a 2-year follow-up. The conical/concave shape seems to be a result of the highly distorted RPE coverage, which subsequently either leads to partial resorption of the druse, initiates RPE cell migration towards the inner retinal layers and/or forms a vitelliform lesion.[@R13]

The internal reflectivity as well as drusen homogeneity might represent different biological conditions inside drusen. The finding that drusen with a non-homogeneous internal reflectivity are more often associated with an affected RPE layer might reflect decomposition processes, or the internalisation of residual particles originating from degenerated RPE cells, as shown by various histological investigations; furthermore, cells have been reported in a small number of drusen.[@R7]

The presence of pigmentary alterations is suspected to be associated with a worse prognosis for AMD progression.[@R12] However, the number of drusen demonstrating overlying foci was too small to draw general conclusions. An altered IS/OS was also found rarely, despite numerous drusen with discontinuous RPE; this might be caused by the limited capability of OCT imaging to depict subtle alterations of photoreceptors.

In summary, suspected drusen-related risk factors for AMD progression, such as large size and inhomogeneity of its content, were visualised and correlated with different levels of overlying RPE degeneration. The precise observation of the morphological features might help in understanding the pathomechanisms of AMD disease. Monitoring focal changes longitudinally will highlight the sequence of events to identify the mechanisms of resolution of drusen material and loss of RPE cells.
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